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This report 
provides a window 
on RTÉ’s 
performance 
environmentally 
over the ten year 
period from 2003 to 
2013, and 
demonstrates both 
cost-savings and 
reduction in waste 
destined for 
landfill.   
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Over the last ten years the economic and media landscapes have 
transformed. In response, RTÉ reduced running costs by over €104m 
between 2008 and 2012.  
RTÉ’s environmental performance is an important part of this story. 
RTÉ has radically improved its environmental performance in recent 
years, preventing more than 3694 tonnes of waste going to landfill. 
This has saved over €700,000 between 2003 and 2012 in avoided cost 
associated with dealing with the waste. In addition, since 2004 RTÉ 
has made significant reductions in water and energy usage.  
It is particularly exciting that I can share RTÉ’s positive experiences 
with the next generation of environmentalists by launching, in 
association with Mooney on Radio 1, Electric Ireland and Greenstar, 
the Fuel Your School competition. In recognition of the savings made 
by RTÉ, four schools will have the chance to win free electricity for a 
year. The award-winning Mooney Goes Wild on RTÉ Radio 1 continues 
to set the standard in nature programming, and it’s fitting that the 
programme will play a part in the associated Fuel Your School 
initiative.  
Efforts over the last ten years place RTÉ as one of the greenest 
broadcasters in Europe, and we are justifiably proud of these 
achievements. There are still plenty of opportunities for us to continue 
to improve however, and the planned review of our Environmental 
Management Plan will continue to deliver high performance into the 
future.  
I would like to thank the Green Broadcaster Team – and associated 
colleagues in RTÉ, EPA and Greenstar – the Clean Technology Centre 
in Cork, and our colleagues in BAFTA for their generous help with this 
project.   
 

Noel Curran 

Director General, RTÉ 

  

Almost  
€700,000 has 
been saved 
since 2003, via          
RTÉ’s Green 
Broadcaster 
Programme. 
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Raidió Teilifís Éireann (RTÉ) is Ireland’s national public service 
multi-media organization.   

From its headquarters in Donnybrook, Dublin 4, and various supporting 
regional premises, RTÉ produces a wide range of content for TV, radio, 
mobile and online. RTÉ, through all of its services, forms a major part of 
the infrastructure of Irish society. The distinctive leader in Irish media, 
RTÉ provides a comprehensive and cost-effective service to the Irish 
public. 
RTÉ aims to deliver on its goals whilst minimising its environmental 
impact, and to this end RTÉ has embarked over the last decade on a 
number of environment initiatives. 

Through its Cleaner Greener Production Programme, which 
commenced in 2003, RTÉ developed an Environmental Policy that 
integrated its environmental goals and provided a blueprint of actions 
and ideals for the organisation.  
One of the first key actions was to identify clear waste management 
requirements, which were subsequently reflected in a formal tender for 
waste management services. The waste management contract was 
awarded to Greenstar in 2003. 
Since that time ongoing improvements have enhanced the efficiency of 
waste management in RTÉ and reduced the amount of waste generated, 
sustaining high recycling percentages.  
In 2012 RTÉ sought to revise the goals of its Environmental Policy, and 
to assess the progress and achievements made in the last 10 years, and 
to integrate the activities taking place in RTÉ into a single Corporate 
Sustainability policy.   

The Green Broadcaster Programme aims to systematically record, 
report and set environmental performance targets, and contextualize the 
organisation’s performance in relation to other broadcasters and 
organisations, so a true picture can be seen on how sustainable its 
operations are.  
It also helps to identify what areas require further action, and this 
Action Plan will form the basis for guiding the programme into the 
future.  
Importantly, the initiative has also lead to significant financial 
efficiencies due to preventing waste and increasing recycling, as well as 
energy efficiency. By constantly measuring environmental performance, 
and improving, RTÉ is not only becoming greener, but leaner, and 
delivering better value for its clients, the viewer. 
To deliver the Green Broadcaster Programme, RTÉ has developed a 
partnership between the Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], and 
Greenstar, as well as its own Green Team. Ireland’s Presidency of the 
EU in 2013, and the ambition to have a “green” national broadcaster, in 
support of other sustainable elements of the Presidency, was an 
additional driver for the Programme. 
  

Since 2003, 
3694 tonnes of 
waste have 
been diverted 
from landfill 
by RTÉ. 
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Environmental issues in broadcasting can be divided into a number of 
areas including:  
 Energy use 
 Resource consumption (water, materials, food)  
 Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
 Waste generation (including electronic waste) 
As an indicator, 2% of global GHG emissions result from Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) (~800 Mt CO2e)1. Television sets and 
related peripherals are responsible for ~1.8% of global emissions (~700 
Mt CO2e).  
RTÉ is in a unique position, not just to make its own activities more 
sustainable, but to influence its employees and viewers to do the same. 
An exciting element of the Green Broadcaster Programme is the 
Electricity Closed Loop Project. In 2012, RTE waste efficiency saved the 
equivalent of 7 households worth of electricity use, or 4 schools. This 
project aims to translate some of the savings made by RTE to the 
community by giving 4 schools the benefit of free electricity for a year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
1 EBU Technology Factsheet ‘Green Broadcasting’ 

Since 2008 
RTÉ has offset 
approximately 
2000 tonnes of 
carbon against 
business air-
miles. 
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In 2003, RTÉ participated in the EPA Cleaner Greener 
Production Programme (CGPP) funded under the 
National Waste Prevention Programme {NWPP]. The aim 
of CGPP was to help businesses and organisations to become 
more innovative in relation to preventing waste, and saving 
resources.  
The project identified potential improvements in performance in 
waste management at the various RTÉ premises (In Depth 
Review/Analysis of Waste Management in RTÉ). The main 
elements of the project were a move to a bin-less office 
environment and improved waste prevention policies and 
procedures. 
With the help of environmental consultants from IBEC, the 
organisation carried out an in-depth review of its resource usage 
and waste management systems.  
 
The review findings enabled RTÉ to put in place a waste 
prevention and minimisation programme. This programme was 
the key element in the Environmental Management Plan, and 
the programme continues to have a significant impact on both 
current and future waste management and disposal.  
 

2.1 Aims of the CGPP Project 

The principal aim of the project was to review existing waste 
management practices in order to identify areas requiring 
improvement. Specifically, the project team set out to: 
 Identify processes/areas that generate on-site waste. 
 Review current waste management practices on site. 
 Gather data on the type, quantity and cost of managing waste 
generated on site. 
 Identify the key RTÉ personnel to champion waste 
management initiatives on site. 
 Identify RTÉ’s obligations in relation to current 
environmental legislation. 
 Identify structures that would need to be put in place in order 
to improve waste management. 
 Use the review findings to draft an environmental policy for 
RTÉ, which would be specifically geared towards waste 
prevention. 
 Use the review findings to draft procedures that would 
maximise the effectiveness of waste prevention methods, and 
manage on-site waste in line with the organisation’s needs. 
 An Environmental Policy was developed which was conducive 
to the Cleaner Greener principle, ie: preventing waste from being 
there in the first place. 
 Use the review findings, policy and procedures to brief staff 
and raise environmental awareness on site. 
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2.2 Methodology 

A comprehensive plan was drawn up. In order to ensure that it 
would be implemented fully, the endorsement of the Director-
General was sought and secured. Project champions were 
identified from a number of different areas within the 
organisation; these champions represented a broad cross-section 
of the organisation as a whole. 
Following a meeting between this group and the Director-
General, questionnaires were completed by the project 
champions. These questionnaires were designed to gather data 
on the organisation’s purchases, processes and waste streams. 
This initiative was followed by a series of meetings and site 
visits, designed to clarify various issues as well as to gather 
supporting data/information. 
 

2.3 Outcomes 

One of the project’s most significant outcomes was the 
recommendation to set up a formal, centralised waste prevention 
infrastructure, including an Environmental Steering Committee, 
or Green Team. This comprised key personnel who could 
influence environmental impacts at the planning stage of 
business operations. As a result, the administration of waste 
management operations is now centrally located, thereby 
supporting on-going development and change in a streamlined 
way. 
Based on the information gleaned from the review, RTÉ set a 
target of reducing the amount of waste being sent to landfill by 
20% over a 12-month period, starting in 2003. It proposed to do 
this by means of waste prevention as well as a number of re-
use/recycling practices. 
The programme also introduced a number of procedures in 
relation to procurement as well as a staff awareness campaign. 
Among a range of initiatives, the project team considered the 
feasibility of reducing the volume of magnetic tape used in the 
production, broadcast and archiving of programmes. They also 
considered the possibility of reconditioning and re-using 
broadcast tapes, the bulk erasing of tapes that do not meet 
broadcasting quality standards (and their possible sale to users 
with lower specification requirements, such as universities and 
schools). Since then, although RTÉ has inevitably moved towards  
digital media, there is still a significant use of analogue tapes 
and therefore use, reuse and management of these is done 
according to best practice. 
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3 Interim Period Review 
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Following on from the CGPP project RTÉ continued with 
various resource efficiency projects. These are 
summarised below.  

 

3.1 Waste Management 

RTÉ developed a number of closed loop projects:  
 Composting of food waste, including the development of a 
closed loop project which brought composted food waste back to 
the site for use on grounds and by third-party contractors. 
 
 A project involving the Pro Cathedral, Greenstar and RTÉ, 
whereby cabinets were made out of recycled wood. These were 
designed to neatly hold carpet samples for use by elderly and 
infirm on the benches whilst attending services.  
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TABLE: Waste generated, recycled and disposed of over the ten years from 2003 to 2013 

The table below demonstrates the reduction in RTÉ waste over 
ten years, as a consequence of the Cleaner Greener Production 
Programme, and other initiatives. Savings since 2003 equal 
almost €700,000, with over 3694 tonnes diverted from landfill. 
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Year 
Recycled 
(Tonnes) 

Disposal 
(Tonnes) 

Total 
(Tonnes) REC % 

Landfill 
Avoidance in 
Waste Volume 
(Tonnes) 

FINANCIAL 
SAVINGS 

Delta 
drop 
(tonnes) 

2003 0 605 605 0% 0   0.00 

2004 217 388 605 36% 217   0.00 

2005 422 137 559 76% 422   45.44 

2006 535 185 720 74% 535   -160.92 

2007 529 201 730 72% 529   -10.26 

2008 519 208 726 71% 519   4.24 

2009 417 179 597 70% 417   129.47 

2010 380 133 513 74% 380   83.58 

2011 324 122 446 73% 324   66.81 

2012 309 113 422 73% 309   24.48 

2013* 43 15 58 74%       

Totals 3694 2286 5981 

 

3694     

      

€    
694,472.00  

 *full year not available 

Averaged landfill cost per tonne over 
this period = €188  

 

 

3.2 Energy Management 

RTÉ is committed at the highest level to energy reduction and 
sustainability both in the management of existing infrastructure 
and the development of new infrastructure. New focus has been 
placed on energy conservation within RTÉ by the National 
Energy Efficiency Action Plan 2009-2020, which stated:  

“The public sector will reduce its energy efficiency by 33% and 
be seen to lead by example showing all sectors what is possible 
through strong committed action”. 

RTÉ are leading by example with several technically innovative, 
industry acclaimed projects, closely aligned to the core principles 
by which an effective sustainable energy policy should be based. 
These include:- 

 Retrofit Energy Strategy for the TV Building’s Chilled 
water system. (Finalist in the SEAI Energy Awards 2012) 
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 Ice Bank Cooling System at the Radio Centre (Featured 
in Institute of Engineers of Ireland’s quarterly magazine) 

 Ongoing replacement of cooling systems with modern 
efficient equivalents utilizing free cooling where possible. 
The Central Apparatus Room in the TV centre for 
example is now cooled most of the year round by fresh air. 

 Increased monitoring of energy usage points through 
electrical and gas metering. 

 Ongoing analysis of systems to challenge the original 
specification of the system in accordance with its current 
use and reduce energy usage where possible. 

 Ongoing replacement of lighting with more efficient type 
utilizing PIR’s and lighting controls where possible. 

 Inter departmental liaising to ensure energy efficient 
alternatives are sought for equipment replacements and 
also running costs are kept low by matching system 
performance with requirements (correct temperatures for 
I.T. equipment, matching studio hours with air 
conditioning equipment schedules etc.) 

This had the result of reducing RTE’s energy usage by 15% since 
2004. In addition, water consumption has reduced by 5%.   
 

3.3 Procurement 

As part of the development of a Cleaner Greener ethos, the 
procurement process was addressed within RTÉ’s Environmental 
Policy. 
The annual procurement budget of the Irish public sector is of the 
order of €15 billion. If buyers in the public sector consistently 
took environmental factors into account in their procurement 
decisions, it would provide huge leverage to “move the market” 
towards providing environmentally superior goods, services and 
works in a cost-effective way. 
In 2011, “Green Tenders, An Action Plan On Green Public 
Procurement” was published setting a target that 50% of public 
procurement should be “green” by 2015.   
RTE had already implemented green procurement as part of its 
action plan, in certain key areas, particularly catering and 
cleaning, by the inclusion of sustainability criteria in its tender 
documents. 
It is planned that further revision of its procurement procedures 
will occur to further green its supply chain. 
    

3.4 Water Use 

Water use was another issue that has been identified for action 
during the interim period of the Environmental Management 
Plan. Some of the actions that have been taken regarding water 
use include:- 
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 A feasibility study to look at the possible use of rainwater 
harvesting to provide water for flushing toilets, or use in 
hand basins, as the considerable roof area generates 
significant potential for gathering this resource. However, 
the expense of a dual pipe-work system means this may 
not be cost effective at present; the possibility of using 
harvested rainwater for washing vehicles or grounds 
maintenance is being investigated. 

 Water conservation measures were introduced to the New 
Television Programmes building as a pilot and have 
resulted in approximately 50% savings. These measures 
will be rolled out to other buildings as appropriate. 

 One of our largest users of water is the TV building 
Chilled Water system, and the works mentioned above in 
the energy reduction section actually contribute to a 
reduction in water consumption also 

 

3.5 Transport 

RTÉ has a significant use of transport, both by its employees 
travelling to work, and during work, as well as its own fleet of 
Outside Broadcast vans, and contractor vehicles. 
Some of the initiatives taken to reduce the amount of mileage 
include :- 

 Provision of bicycle spaces at RTÉ 
 268 people have availed of the “Bike to Work scheme” 

since 2010. 
 TaxSaver bus and dart tickets to encourage staff to use 

public transport 
 

3.6 Food Waste 

As part of the review, food waste is segregated and sent to a 
special composting facility operated by Greenstar. This practice 
allowed a show-case project in 2007, whereby food waste removed 
from the site came back as compost and was used on the grounds.  
The current catering contractor holds accreditation to ISO14001, 
adopting strong principles in waste management across its 
operations in general. The company, where possible, sources 
locally produced food, which reduces environmental impact. 
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4 The Green Broadcaster Programme 
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In 2012, it was decided to review the Environmental 
Management Plan as part of RTÉ’s commitment to 
continual improvement, and to look at further areas that 
could be incorporated into the plan.   

To achieve this a special project group was set up; The Green 
Broadcaster Group comprised of Eileen Duggan from RTÉ, Gregg 
McDonald from Greenstar and Kieron Phillips from the EPA. 
The key activities carried out are summarised below.  
  

4.1 Developing Suitable Benchmarks 

Suitable Key Performance Indices {KPIs} were required to reflect 
the activities carried out at RTÉ.   
For example, consumption per square meter was not deemed 
ideal, as programming output varies. For instance, during the 
2012 London Olympics more programming was required during 
the month that the Games were held, which would not be typical 
of usual activities. Similarly, employee numbers change 
frequently for the same reason, and there might be a varying 
level of outsourcing and contractors used.  
It was therefore considered that “hour of programme output” 
might be a suitable production measure to allocate consumption 
to. It was decided to break down utility information to as many 
resource streams as possible. 
However, for purposes of analysis, some broad comparisons might 
be made between RTÉ’s headquarters, and similar office or 
university type environments. 
 

4.2 Assessing Current Performance 

The availability of a broadcaster benchmark tool called 
“ALBERT” was identified. This tool was developed by the British 
Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA), and is used by 
the BBC in benchmarking their activities, specifically 
programming outputs. This tool provides a methodology for 
measuring the carbon footprint of broadcast activities. 
Whilst ALBERT provides a useful starting point, there are a 
number of limitations in its use for RTÉ and comparing with 
other broadcasters using that tool. 
 Firstly, it is primarily aimed at production companies and is 
best used for the measurement of a single broadcast output, such 
as a TV series, or a film. To get the best use of the tool, RTÉ 
would have to use an Albert spreadsheet for every TV and radio 
programme it makes at Donnybrook, and request all sub-
contracting production companies to do the same.  
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 Secondly, the tool, much like the Greenbusiness.ie waste 
audit tool, may not carry appropriate categories in its drop down 
menus to allow input of all of the data.   
Therefore BAFTA permitted RTÉ to build a bespoke spreadsheet 
to import information to generate a simple carbon benchmark.  
The initial use of the ALBERT tool, although imperfect, indicates 
that RTÉ’s environmental performance is very similar to that of 
the BBC, and this is extremely encouraging. 
 
Figure 1 – RTE’s Environmental Performance  
 RTE EPA University 

Campus 

Total Waste 
(Kg/employee/yr) 

274 156 96 

Residual waste 

Kg/employee/yr) 

66 41 64 

Recycling rate 75% 74% 33 
Energy 
(Kwh/m2/yr) 

620 198 260 

Water (m3/pp/yr) 26.3 8.35 11 

Food waste 
kg/pp/yr) 

13.63 18  

Carbon Footprint 

(tonnes CO2/pp/yr) 

5.42 5.02  

  
  

4.3 Developing Partnerships 

RTÉ have also liaised with the European Broadcasting Union 
(EBU). This is the world's foremost alliance of public service 
media entities, comprising 74 Active Members in 56 countries 
and 37 Associate Members from a further 22 countries. RTÉ has 
been a member since 1950, and TG4 since 2007. The EBU has a 
group of experts from different members, and other broadcast 
organisations engaged in working on environmental and 
sustainability issues.  
This group has divided its work into these main areas:  
 Develop a set of sustainability guidelines for media 
production based on substantial work done in the UK and 
Germany, but extended to a European scope.  
 Work with Members to develop a set of case studies for the 
distribution of media. Such case studies could include the 
greenhouse gas (GHG) savings resulting from the transition from 
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analogue to digital transmission techniques for television and 
radio environments.  
 Liaison with other groups working in the domain and seeking 
to engage with the broadcasting industry on sustainability and 
environmental issues. This includes reaching out to other 
stakeholders such as the mobile telecommunications sector. 
It is the aim of the EBU to establish a Steering Group to discuss 
environmental matters within Europe, and RTÉ has offered to 
assist with the operation of this group. 

 

4.4 Revising the Environmental Management Plan 

As part of the RTÉ initiative to bring sustainability to the heart 
of the organisation, the current assessment of performance and 
benchmarking will seek to set a baseline, from which targets can 
be set for the next phase of the EMP.  
These targets will be challenging, and set within the context of 
the results already achieved. It is hoped that this will continue to 
develop RTE as one of Europe’s greenest broadcasters.  
The main target actions identified are discussed in Chapter 6 of 
this report.  
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5   Environmental Performance of Other Broadcasters 
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The BBC (UK) 

The BBC is the world’s largest public broadcaster. The BBC’s 
sustainability programme has two broad aims: 
 embedding sustainability into everyday working practices; 
and to exemplify change through its behaviour  
 encouraging its suppliers and the wider broadcasting industry 
to work with BBC towards sustainability.  
 
Recent achievements  

ALBERT – the BBC carbon calculator for productions – is being 
used widely across the organisation. In partnership with BAFTA, 
it was launched to other broadcasters and independent 
production companies across the UK in August 2011. 
A Low Energy Studio Lighting Guide, produced by the BBC and 
ARUP, presents a real opportunity to save energy2.  It was first 
published in July 2011.  
The BBC produced a guidelines document for programme making 
teams, which will help them plan and carry out their productions 
in a more environmentally sustainable way. 
As a result of the “rail as default” policy, all journeys within 
mainland UK and to/from Eurostar destinations are made by rail. 
All flights taken on these routes are now reported and monitored, 
and the BBC has improved videoconferencing facilities to help 
reduce the need for travel - usage grew by 37% over 2011. 
A rainwater harvesting system at Media Village has helped save 
water in London, and the BBC has installed a similar system at 
Roath Lock in Cardiff. 
 
Environment targets 

Since 2008, the BBC has been working towards targets to reduce 
environmental impacts. These targets for improving 
environmental performance aim to ensure reduced consumption 
and emissions associated with buildings, technology, and staff 
travel. The targets are: 
Energy:  20% reduction in energy consumed per person (kWh) 
Transport:  20% reduction in CO2 emissions per person (tonnes) 
Water:  25% reduction in water used per person (m3) 
Waste: 25% reduction in waste per person and to recycle 75% 

of waste (kg) 
 

                                                   
2 www.bbc.co.uk/outreach/media/BBC_LEL_Guidelines_Final_2011-07-08.pdf  
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ALBERT enabled production teams to work out what a typical 
hour of production means in terms of greenhouse gases.  
 

Channel 4 (UK) 

The Channel 4 Environment Policy has been in place since 2004, 
and the broadcaster started implementing an Environmental 
Management System (EMS) following the principles of ISO 
14001. During 2011, C4 established a team of environmental 
champions across Channel 4 (the Green Team) and ran a number 
of campaigns to support Fairtrade Fortnight, International Earth 
Hour and World Environment Day. C4 also engaged Global 
Action Plan3, a leading environmental charity dedicated to 
encouraging sustainable behaviour change, and it is assisting 
Channel 4 in raising awareness. 
 
Energy 

In April 2011, Channel 4 was awarded with the Carbon Trust 
Standard4 for measuring, managing and reducing carbon 
emissions by 2% over a three-year period to September 2010.  
Channel 4 set the following energy targets: 
Reducing onsite energy consumption by 10% of current levels 
within two years of the Policy date 
Reducing business travel related emissions by 10% of current 
levels within two years of the Policy date 
 
Waste 

Over 40% of the office and kitchen waste generated from the 
main London offices was recycled during 2010, with the 
remainder being recovered for materials or energy. Over 60% of 
the IT waste was re-used, with the remainder being recycled into 
re-useable materials. 
In 2011, Channel 4 ran a three-month campaign focusing on 
reducing the consumables used and increasing recycling. During 
this time, the organization carried out a number of initiatives, 
including introducing separate food/biodegradable waste bins 
across the London headquarters, improving the bin labels to 
make them even easier to understand and use, and, in September 
2012, the Green Team helped build a 13m high tower of paper 
boxes in the foyer of the London headquarters, which helped 
create interest and engage the employees.  
Channel 4 has set the following waste targets: 

                                                   
3 http://www.globalactionplan.org.uk/  

4 http://www.carbontruststandard.com/pages/home  
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 Reducing total waste volumes by 10% of current levels within 
two years of the Policy date 
 Increase recycling to 70% within two years of the Policy date 
 
Water 

In 2010, Channel 4 carried out a baseline assessment of the 
water consumption at the main London offices. In order to 
effectively target, monitor and reduce consumption, over 2010 
and 2011, Channel 4 invested in smart metering solutions and 
invested in water efficient technology. 
The organisation has set the following water target: 
 Reducing water consumption by 15% of current levels within 
two years of the Policy date. 
 

Suppliers and Service Partners 

Channel 4 is committed to working with the suppliers of goods 
and services to adopt best environmental practice and, where 
possible, integrate environmental sustainability requirements 
into the corporate procurement process5.  
 

ITV (UK) 

ITV aimed to reduce energy use by 15% by the end of 2012, from 
a 2008 baseline6.  ITV is currently in the process of installing 
local energy metering into main sites so that it can, for instance, 
measure the amount of energy used to make a single programme. 
ITV will be able to see the effect of switching to newer and more 
environmentally friendly systems and equipment. 
 

BEYOND EUROPE 

Canada: CBC  

CBC has spent four years reporting on environmental 
performance. CBC has an environmental scorecard using three 
criteria: ecological footprint, consumption and emissions to track 
performance. 
 
USA: National Geographic Channel  

The National Geographic Society7 has developed green initiatives 
related to water, energy, recycling, and employee programmes 

                                                   
5 http://www.channel4.com/info/corporate/corporate-responsibility/suppliers  

6 http://responsibility.itvplc.com/  
7 http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/national-geographic-sustainability/  
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that are in line with its mission to inspire people to care about 
the planet. 
Australia: ABC  

ABC’s improvements have been mostly office based. In 2007 
ABC8 made a commitment to reduce impact on the environment. 
It aimed to cut ABC’s emissions by 40% by 2020 and by 60% by 
2050. 
USA: Participant Media (film studio, Hollywood) 

This company focused on films under six headings – the 
environment, healthcare, human rights, institutional 
responsibility, peace and tolerance, and social and economic 
justice.  There have been Social Action campaigns for many of the 
company’s films (e.g. An Inconvenient Truth, Syriana, and Fast 
Food Nation).  
USA: NBC  

The Green Is Universal initiative9 is focused on bringing an 
environmental perspective to everything NBC does, informing 
and entertaining audiences while driving more sustainable 
practices into its own operations. 
During Green and Earth weeks, the networks of NBC Universal 
join forces to provide green-focused content across their wide 
scope of programming.  
The television production crews across the networks of NBC 
Universal also do their part to make sure the green messages 
they relay on screen match the practices they implement behind-
the-scenes. 
Universal Pictures and Focus Features have made sustainability 
a priority in production, and NBC Universal is committed to 
reducing carbon emissions to lessen the environmental footprint 
within all parts of the business, including the physical products 
produced.  
  

                                                   
8 http://www.abc.net.au/greenatwork/ 

9 http://www.greenisuniversal.com/ 
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Typical metrics used in Broadcasting  

Energy used/production hour (using 
Albert) 

tonnes CO2/production hour 

Energy consumed per person (kWh) kWh/person/annum 

Energy use in buildings (internal floor 
area) 

kWh/m2/a 

CO2 emissions per person (tonnes) tonnes CO2/person/annum 

Water used per person m3/person/a 

Waste per person per annum kg/person/a 
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6 Proposed Targets for RTÉ 
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The Green Broadcaster Project aims to establish RTÉ as 
one of Europe’s Greenest Broadcasters.  

The following targets are proposed. 
 

6.1 Management & Reporting 

 Benchmark RTÉ’s environmental performance with data 
using the ALBERT adapted tool provided via BAFTA. 
 Annual standardised reporting of environmental performance  
 Development of partnerships with other broadcasters 
 Promotion  of environmental awareness both in its own 
organisations, broadcasting and its community based activities 
 RTÉ to develop a community-based competition with partners 
Greenstar / Electric Ireland  / EPA / RTÉ  based on a Waste to 
Energy concept and environmental savings  linked to RTÉ’s 
performance. 
 

6.2 Energy 

 To carry out an energy audit with the help of SEAI, 
concentrating on heating and lighting   

 Aim to cut energy use by 5% by 2015 based on 2013 figure 
 

 

6.3 Water                   

 Conduct ongoing informal review of water use. 
 Aim to cut water use by 10% by 2015 based on 2013 

figure 
 

6.4 Waste 

 Continue to look at ways of preventing waste from the 
RTÉ sites.  

 Sign up to re-use projects such as SMILE 
 Aim to reduce waste generated by 5% by 2015 based on 

2013 figure 
 

6.5 Transport 

 Look at feasibility of eco-driving training for staff vehicle 
users www.ecodrive.ie 

 Advertise the Installation of  EV charging point 
 Promote use of public transport/cycling to staff 
 RTÉ is a participant in the Irish Government’s Offsetting 

Scheme, which was introduced to fulfil the commitments 
given in the National Climate Change Strategy 2007-
2012. Since 2008 RTÉ has offset approximately 2000 
tonnes of carbon against business air-miles. RTÉ remains 
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committed to the Offsetting Programme and the further 
commitments of the National Climate Change Strategy  

 

6.6 Food 

 Work with Green Hospitality Programme to assess 
potential to reduce food waste from canteen 

 Reduce food waste by 10% by 2015 based on 2013 figure 
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7 Conclusions 
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It is hoped that the tools and awareness developed 
through this project will lead to clear processes for 
measuring and recognizing RTÉ’s environmental 
performance. 

Good environmental performance is also conducive to resource 
management best practice.  
This report provides a window on RTÉ’s performance 
environmentally over a ten year period, and demonstrates both 
cost-savings and reduction in waste destined for landfill.  
Throughout this period it can be seen from the charts that RTÉ 
has reduced its waste to landfill significantly, and that its high 
recycling rate has continued with a 74% recycling rate for 2012.  
The Cleaner Greener Production Programme (bin-less office 
project and waste prevention policies and procedures) set up in 
2003 have proved to be both sustainable environmentally and 
financially advantageous to RTÉ.  
In the current climate of austerity, it is critical for all State 
organisations to become more efficient and to demonstrate this to 
their stakeholders. By becoming “lean and green”, RTE is 
demonstrating commitment and leadership in this area. 
However, it is important not to rest on the laurels of its activities 
to date. Environmental Management Plans should be constantly 
evolving to ensure the changing priorities of RTE are reflected in 
its development.    
RTÉ now has the opportunity to build on this background, to 
compare itself with others in similar sectors, and promote the 
benefits which ensue from these approaches. The Fuel Your 
School competition, in association with RTÉ Radio 1’s Mooney 
Show, Greenstar and Electric Ireland, will be one manifestation 
of the benefits to all of us from thinking, and acting, greener.   
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Appendix 1 – RTE Environmental Policy 

 
Promote awareness 
We will inform and motivate all our staff 
and encourage them to play an active role 
in RTÉ’s commitment to its environmental 
policy. 
 
Environment and the community 
We will continue to work with the local 
community by initiating environmental 
initiatives on-site and encouraging local 
environmental initiatives and reporting on 
environmental issues of public interest. 
 
Continuous improvement 
We will set specific improvement targets, 
monitor progress and communicate results 
internally. 
 
Property management 
We are always improving our buildings. 
We will construct, refurbish and manage 
our buildings in a manner that will reduce 
the associated environmental impacts and 
be sympathetic with the external 
surroundings. 

By addressing the issue of energy 
efficiency in our buildings, we will 
contribute to the reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions in line with national and 
international agreements. 
 
Procurement 
Environmental considerations will form 
part of the criteria when selecting 
preferred suppliers. 
 
Waste Management 
We will continue to promote, develop and 
implement waste prevention, reduction, 
reuse and recycling on-site in a systematic 
and cost effective manner. We will use 
appropriately regulated waste 
management contractors to ensure safe 
management of waste sent off-site in 
accordance with best environmental 
practice. We will work closely with our 
suppliers and customers towards 
achieving our environmental policy aims. 

 
RTÉ ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 
RTÉ is the national broadcaster and part of everyday life for people throughout Ireland. It is 
committed to delivering quality output on television, radio and on line platforms. As a public 
servant it is committed to environmental protection and is determined to minimise any 
adverse impacts as a result of its broadcasting activities. RTÉ is committed to addressing the 
issues above: 


